ABSTRACT. A comparison theorem of the Kobayashi metric and the Bergman metric is obtained on generalized Thullen domains in C2. This theorem is then used to obtain a lower estimate for the Kobayashi metric. It is noted that the lower estimate obtained is best possible.
Introduction.
In this note we obtain lower estimates for the Kobayashi metric on generalized Thullen domains.
We call where Cj (j = 1,2,3) are positive constants.
REMARK. Dpq is convex if and only if 0 < p, 9 < 2.
In the case where Dpq has real analytic boundary (when 1/p, I/9 € N), similar results have already been obtained in [3, 5, 6, 14] . We note here that the estimates obtained in the theorem include weakly pseudoconvex domains with nonsmooth boundaries. The lower estimates obtained in the theorem is then applied to obtain the Holder continuity of proper holomorphic mappings F : D -► Dip for p < 2 when D is a bounded pseudoconvex domain with C2-boundary. PROOF. Let z° = (z?,z §) be a boundary point of Dpq. If z° = 0, f(z) = (z2+Z2)/2 is a peak function at z°. Similarly, g(z) = (z° + zi)/2 is a peak function at z° when z% = 0. If z° ^ 0 ^ z%, then h(z) = \\1 + (^zi)1^ + (z^z2)1/q] provides a local peak function at z°. Since Dpq has a Stein neighborhood basis, by Rossi's local peak point theorem [8] , it follows that z° is a peak point with respect to A(Dpq). D PROOF. According to Lemma 4 of [7] , for all z G Dpq n V and X G C2, Therefore, what remains is to estimate cothD*(z) from below. Since coth is a monotonically decreasing function, we need a uniform lower estimate for D*(z).
Let / be a peak function at z° with respect to A(Dpq) and set n = sup{\m\--<£Dpq\V}<l.
Choose a neighborhood V = V'(z°) of z° such that for all ç G Dpq n V, |/(c)| > n' = (1 + n)/2. So, for all z G Dpq n V and w G Dpo\V we have negative constant [1, 2] . Therefore, by [10] there exists a constant Ciq > 0 such
for all z G Diq and IeC2.
Suppose there are sequences {zv} in Dpq with z" -> z° = (z\,z%) G dDpq and {Xu} in C2 with \XV\ = 1 and X"^IeC2 such that (5) B^^.^Vii^i^.^-oo.
We may assume z° ^ 0. Let $ : £>iQ -> Z?pg be the map defined by Z = *(?!, ft) = (çf,?2).
Then |zi|2/P + |z2|2/« = \cx\2 + |ç2|2/« < 1 for all ç G Dlq. Let = {(fi,c2)eC2: |argçi -argcfl < n/p, c2 G C},
Then $ is a biholomorphic map of Diq n (7 onto Dpqf)V. Let V be a neighborhood of z°, chosen according to Lemma 2 and let U' = $_1(V). By the invariant property of K and B,
{Bd^v/Kd^vKz^X") = (BDlqnu/KDlqnU)(ç»,Y»)
for sufficiently large v where zv = $(çu) and X17 = d$(zv)Yu. By Lemma 2, there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that
for all z 6 Dpq n V" and X € C2. According to [6] , there exists a constant C2 = C72(Í7, U') > 0 such that
for sufficiently large v. Therefore, by (7), (6), (8) and (4), we obtain
for sufficiently large v which contradicts (5). D Let B* = {z G C2: N*(z) < 1}, N*(z)2 = \(\zx\2 + |z2|2 + \z\ + z2|), the maximal ball given in [9] . Due to the convexity of B* and a result of [12], we obtain the following COROLLARY. There exists a constant C > 0 such that KB;(z,X) < BB;(z,X) < CKB;(z,X) for zgB^ andXGC2.
REMARK. It would be interesting to know whether for all bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains in C2 containing the origin the comparison result K > CB remains true. See [4] .
A straightforward computation yields the Bergman metric in the direction X G C2 at z G Dp as follows:
where Taß(z) = (d2 / d zad Zß) log K(z), a,ß= 1,2, and Then \z2\2 = (l-\t(z)\2)pe(z) and 0 < e(z) < 1 for z G Dp.
By a formal computation, we obtain on Dp,
where bi and 62 are positive constants depending only on p. Since
the quotient T/K is bounded by ai and a2 as given in ( -°W-<B2(z,X)< ''ff ",."a, 0<p<2, REMARK. In the case of 1/p G N, the above inequality was already obtained in [14] . Various lower estimates for invariant metrics have been obtained by many authors [3, 5, 6] in the context of proper holomorphic mappings on domains with real analytic boundaries. where N(p,q) = |min(l,p,9), M(p,q) = 1 + | max(0,p -2,9 -2), m(p,q) = 2/max(p, q) and \\z\\ = max(|zi|, |z2|).
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 2 when we use the localization technique of the Bergman metric as in the proof of Theorem 1 and the standard compactness argument.
In view of Theorem 1 we have the following corollary. In this paragraph we will discuss the special case D22 to show that the order of the asymptotic boundary growth of the Kobayashi metric obtained in §3 is sharp. Using the biholomorphic map F: D22 -» B* with F(zi,z2) = (zi+z2,i'(z2-zi)) and B* = {z GC2: §|zi +¿z2| + \\zi -iz2\ < 1} C A2, we obtain the inequality r, , y, s / IAÍ1+X2I \Xl -X2\
Therefore along the curve z(t) = (t, (1 -t)e(t)), 0 < t < 1, 0 < e(t) < 1, we have thus confirming the order we obtained in §3 is sharp in this case. It should be pointed out that the domain D22 may be of some independent interests, due to the fact that it is biholomorphically equivalent to the maximal ball S2 [9] . As it is well known [11] Aut(.D22) is highly nontransitive. In fact, it consists only of rotations. Thus it seems to be difficult to find a closed form of its Kobayashi metric. But using Bell's transformation formula for proper holomorphic mappings we obtain the Bergman kernel function K of D22 : K(z,w) = where (z, w) := ziWi + z2w2, and also an explicit form of the Bergman metric for D22 which we do not include here.
